ABSTRACT In this research, a novel autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) cooperative positioning algorithm is proposed to solve the implementation problem of multi-sensor-fusion applications. Different from the traditional methods [i.e., the extended Kalman filter (EKF), unscented Kalman filter (UKF), and iteration extended Kalman filter (IEKF)], which have large linearity error under the condition of nonlinear observation equation when multiple AUV are cooperative positioning, the proposed algorithm utilized the Baysis filter to solve the AUV cooperative problem. Factor graph and sum-product (FGS)-based cooperative positioning algorithm is established to mathematically implement the Bayse filter by converting the global function estimation problem into a local function sum-product estimation problem. Furthermore, to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm, a robust data processing method is presented by introducing a transform matrix to the estimated position information. To demonstrate and verify the proposed methods, the simulation and real tests in different scenarios are performed in this research. Compared with the traditional EKF, UKF, and IEKF cooperative positioning algorithm, the positioning error of the proposed improved FGS (IFGS) cooperative positioning algorithm is obviously smaller than that of the other three algorithms. Moreover, the IFGS algorithm can reduce the complexity of the algorithm, available improving the computational speed of the whole system. This proposed algorithm has important theoretical and practical value for the both industry and academic areas.
reference, such as GNSS, the vehicle must rely on proprioceptive information obtained through a compass, a Doppler Velocity Logger (DVL) or an Inertial Navigation System (INS) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
For dead-reckoning, independent of the quality of the sensors used, the error in the position estimate based on DeadReckoning (DR) information grows without bound, but the advantage is that the cost of compass and DVL is low. Typical navigation errors are 0.5% to 2% of distance traveled for vehicles operating within a few hundred meters of the sea floor such that the DVL has a lock on the bottom [13] . Errors as low as 0.1% can be obtained with large and expensive INS systems, however, its cost will be enormous if each AUV is equipped with high-precision inertial navigation system.
The navigation errors will accumulate over time because of the inherent errors of inertial sensors, especially for MEMS grade Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) generally used in AUV [14] .
Generally, the cost and the accuracy are the key issues we need to consider about for AUV navigation system. To reduce costs, usually only the leader AUV is equipped with high precision INS systems, and the rest of the follower AUV are equipped with compasses and DVLs to calculate the position. Underwater acoustic devices are commonly used for AUVs to measure the distance between the follower AUV and the leader AUV, and make acoustic communication between each other. Follower AUV fuse data from underwater acoustic devices to improve the position accuracy. Therefore, the main challenge for AUVs is to design an efficient structure and algorithm to fuse information from multiple AUVs.
The observation equation of the cooperative positioning system (CPS) is nonlinear, and therefore nonlinear estimation method is essential to complete the cooperative positioning [15] . EKF is widely used in the field of CPS [16] . Aiming at the cooperative positioning system for multiple AUVs different variations of the EKF have been proposed to deal with low data rates and high detention in the CPS for multiple AUVs. Literature [17] , [18] proposed the Centralized Extended Kalman Filter (CEKF) algorithm to solve the correlation and time delay of AUV CPS. However, the CEKF algorithm requires real-time measurement of new information between cells, and therefore it is not suitable for on-line data processing [19] . The EKF is easy to operate and fast to implement. However, the main problem of EKF is the existence of accumulated error, which is generated in linearization processing [20] .
Different from the EKF, the UKF does not require linearizing and directly uses Unscented Transformation (UT) method to approximate posterior probabilities with a set of determined sampling points. For nonlinear systems, the estimation accuracy of UKF is better than that of EKF [21] . However, compared with EKF, the computation of UKF is more complex because of the need to compute multiple sampling points.
To improve the estimation accuracy of EKF algorithm, Schwartz and Stear [22] proposed the second-order EKF algorithm by preserving the second-order Taylor series expansion. However, the complexity and instability of this algorithm are further increased due to the introduction of more Hessians matrix calculation [23] .
Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) multi-linearizes the measurement model with the state estimation as a reference point, and improves the nonlinear filtering accuracy by reusing the observed information [24] . Reference [25] applied IEKF to integrate various navigation information of indoor robots, which effectively improved the accuracy of the fusion algorithm. The IEKF filtering algorithm can update and calculate the measurements iteratively through using the observed information to ensure the sufficient fusion method, which can successfully improve the state estimation results. However, since the iterative filtering algorithm is implemented based on the accurate observation information, it is easy to cause the filter instability problem when the observation information is inaccurate [26] .
Due to the nonlinearity of the distance, one can only formulate the location problem by a set of nonlinear equations, which are difficult to solve directly. And traditional methods have different shortcomings. To solve the above problems, the Factor graph and sum-product algorithm (FGS) is utilized to calculate the position information of the system. Factor graphs allow a unified approach to a number of topics in coding, signal processing, machine learning, statistics, and statistical physics. Various algorithms in these fields have been shown to be special cases of the basic sum-product and max-product algorithms, operating by message passing in a factor graph [27] , [28] . The factor graph divides global functions into local functions, which can effectively reduce the system's computation complexity and nonlinear errors.
In this research, a novel factor graph based algorithm is proposed to achieve cooperative positioning for multiple AUVs. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe a CPS model based on factor graph and derive the FGS algorithm. Next, the FGS algorithm is simulated, and the IFGS algorithm is proposed in Section 3. Real test results that compare the positioning errors of five different algorithms, including the proposed IFGS algorithm, are given in Section 4.
II. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF CPS
For multi-AUV systems, subjecting to the volume, energy consumption and cost considerations, most vehicles are usually equipped with low-precision navigation devices for autonomous navigation, which will reduce the accuracy of the whole navigation system. Taking a typical DR system as an example, the error of DR increases continuously due to the influence of sensor measurement error and installation deviation. To suppress the accumulative errors of DR method and ensure the overall navigation performance of the system, an external absolute reference information is needed as aiding information to correct the system error. The cooperative positioning is proposed based on this realistic goal. Multiunderwater vehicles cooperative positioning system usually includes one or several leader AUV with high-precision navigation equipment (or regularly surfaced to receive highprecision GPS position information) to obtain a relative highprecision navigation and positioning information. During the operation of the system, the leader-follower AUV cooperate with each other, moreover, each follower AUV receives its own observation information respectively and processes them by themselves to improve the overall positioning performance of the whole system.
To simplify the analysis of the system integration problem and take the generality of the application into consideration, the low-precision AUV participating in the synergy is autonomously navigated by the dead-reckoning method. The traditional DR method can provide three dimension solutions. VOLUME 7, 2019 Since the height can be obtained by the depthometer easily, the 3D positioning problem is usually simplified into a 2D positioning problem.
Assuming the initial position coordinates of the AUV are given, then the real-time position status can be updated according to the speed and position information measured by the sensors:
where x k and y k are the position coordinates of the AUV at k-time;v k is the velocity measurement of DVL along the carrier coordinate system;θ k is the heading measured by the azimuth sensor such as compass; and t is the sampling time interval. The azimuth sensor and the AUV's heading may have some error angles, but most of the error can be reduced by calibrationïĳŇand the positioning error caused by the azimuth sensor can be eliminated after receiving the observation information of the leader AUV. The discrete equation of state corresponding to Equation (1) is
where k,k−1 is the state transition matrix,
T is the system process noise, including the speed measurement noise and the azimuth measurement noise, and the covariance matrix Q k is
where σ 2 v k and σ 2 θ k are the variances of v k and θ k . To restrain the continuous accumulated DR error, the AUV corrects the positioning error through the relative distance observation in the cooperative positioning system. Since the relative distance information measured by an underwater acoustic communication device is three-dimensional(3-D), it is necessary to further convert the 3-D space observation distance to two-dimensional(2-D) space relative distance. If the 3-D distance measurement information z 3d,k the leaderfollower and the precise depth information h m k and h k of leader and follower vehicles at time k are known, the converted 2-D measurement distance z k is expressed as
It is obvious that the relationship between the leader AUV position information x m k = x m k , y m k , z m k , the position of the follower AUV x k = x k , y k , z k and the corresponding distance observation equation at the moment k can also be represented as:
in which µ k is the acoustic distance measurement noise, which is usually assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian white noise sequence, following the gauss distribution N (0, σ 2 k ). 
III. THE COOPERATIVE POSITIONING ALGORITHM BASED ON FACTOR GRAPH A. FACTOR GRAPH AND SUM-PRODUCT ALGORITHM
The factor graph is a bipartite graph that illustrates how a complicated global function (global task) of many variables factors estimation problem is converted into a product of several simple local functions (local tasks), each of which is a function of very few variables. Factor graph divide largescale global function into simple local functions and then indirectly improve the computational efficiency of the large networks estimation method [28] . For example, a joint probability distribution of a directed acyclic graph can be obtained during the initial process, and this distribution can be transformed into a form of factor graph. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show a directed acyclic graph and the corresponding factor diagram. A directed acyclic graph, is a finite directed graph with no directed cycles which is shown in Fig.2 . That is, it consists of finitely many vertices and edges, with each edge directed from one vertex to another, such that there is no way to start at any vertex v and follow a consistently-directed sequence of edges that eventually loops back to v again. A factor graph consists of two kinds of nodes: variable nodes, i.e., X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , which can be represented by the circles shape, and agent (function) nodes, i.e., P(X 1 ), P (X 2 |X 1 ), P (X 4 |X 3 ) and P (X 3 |X 1 , X 2 ), which can be represented by the rectangles.
In order to clearly describe the factor graph and sumproduct algorithm, I X k →γ j (x) is defined as the information sent from variable node X k to function node γ j , and I γ j →X k (x) as the information sent from function node γ j to variable node X k . In which x is the transmission variable between various nodes, and the subscript k and j represent the number of the variable node and the number of the function node, respectively.
Factor graph is non-directional, according to the definition of the factor graph, all the neighbors of the node will have the opposite type with the node itself, that is, the neighbors of a variable node are function nodes. Most of the problems based on the factor graph are solved through the iterative transfer of reliability information between variable nodes and function nodes. The transfer process is implemented by the sum-product algorithm. Sum product algorithm is one of the common methods for solving factor graph, and equation 6 is Sum Product Update Rule. Reliability information is the information describing the mean and standard deviation of the related variables. Reliability information in the iterative calculation follows the following guidelines, and these two formulas are used to update the information of each node in the factor graph [29] :
where X k and Y are variable nodes, h and γ j are function nodes, x and y are variables, and ''\'' means deduction, N X k is a set of function nodes connected to variable node X k , and N γ j is a set of variable nodes connected to function node γ j . j and k represent the numbers of different nodes. According to Reliability information calculation formula, the measurement and variable information can be passed in the factor graph, and finally the solutions of the estimated variable can be obtained from the product operation. The probability density function (pdf) of the variable x can be expressed as:
Through calculating the variables in the factor graph by sum-product algorithm, the global solution of the problem is obtained, which significantly reduce the complexity of the algorithm.
B. FACTOR GRAPH MODEL
For a multi-AUV cooperative positioning system, when the follower AUV is cooperated with the leader AUV to improve the positioning solution, the data fusion techniques are needed to integrate the leader AUV's location information with the distance between the leader and follower AUV.
The pdf of underwater acoustic ranging is treated as the valuable reliability information to estimate the position in the factor graph and sum-product algorithm. Therefore, the accuracy of location estimation will depend on how effectively and fully exploit the available reliability information.
The spirit of the factor graph is to convert a function of many variables into the product of several functions, each is a function of very few variables. That means the original complex function is broken down into several simple ones, which could be solved jointly and iteratively. The power of the factor graph approach lies in its ability to process local variables distributively. The factor graph approach is a popular candidate for solving distributed problems, providing the optimum solution or close-to-optimum solutions frequently.
The cooperative positioning is essentially a distributed estimation problem. The 3-D problem of cooperative positioning is simplified to 2-D problem. Then, the factor graph is utilized to reduce two-dimensional problem to one-dimensional (1-D) problem. According to the geometric relationship between leader AUV and follower AUV, the 2-D estimation problem is divided into two 1-D problems. The two 1-D problems are respectively represented by two main groups of nodes in the x-coordinate group and the y-coordinate group in the factor graph, as shown in Fig.4 . The factor graph model of cooperative positioning algorithm contains N groups of nodes (N is the number of observation information received by the follower AUV), and the i-th observation information corresponds to C i , D i , E i , F i , δx i , δy i and d i . The leader-follower AUV ranging information d i enters the factor graph through nodes F i , (i = 1 · · · N ). The priori estimate of the follower AUV enters the factor graph through nodes A and B. The priori estimate of the position of the follower AUV is used to calculate the distance between the follower AUV and the leader AUV in the x-direction δx i through the node C i , and in the y-direction δy i through the node D i . The measured distance d i is used to update δx i and δy i through node E i . The sub-ship position is then calculated using Equation (7) .
The following rules should be observed during the delivery of information:
where X i and Y i are the location information of the i-th leader AUV; d i is the distance between the i-th leader AUV and the follower AUV, that is, the observation of the follower AUV. So equations 8, 9 and 10 describe the relationship between the position of the leader AUV and the position of the follower AUV and the observation. In this research, the probability distribution of all variables in CPS are assumed to be Gaussian distribution in the factor graph. It is very important to transmit the probability distribution of variables during the process of reliability information transmission. In this hypothetical case, the transfer equation for reliability information is derived. Before deriving the algorithm, assuming that the ranging information of the cooperative positioning system and the probability distribution of follower AUV speed and heading are:
At the beginning of cooperative positioning, it is usually possible to determine the initial probability distribution of the initial position of the follower AUV.
Calculating the expectation and variance of the variables is essential when passing probabilities in factor graphs. The following describes how to find the expectation and variance of one and two dimensional variables.
If X is a 1-D continuous random variable, the expectation of X is µ and the variance is σ 2 . If the variable Y = g(X ) has a second derivative in the neighborhood of X = µ, and it has the expectation and the variance, then expand Y = g(X ) to the second-order Taylor equation at X = µ.
The mathematical expectations are expressed as:
expand Y = g(X ) to a first-order Taylor equation at X = µ:
The approximate value of variance of Y is:
In summary, the expectation and variance can be represented as:
Similarly, if (X , Y ) is a two-dimensional continuous random variable, and
Y , the random variable Z = g(X , Y ) has the secondorder continuous partial derivative and it has the expectation and the variance, approximated as:
The above equation for calculating the expectation and variance is used to calculate the factor graph. The implementation of the proposed algorithm for cooperative positioning can be summarized as:
a. Initialization At the beginning of cooperative positioning, due to the initial position determination, there are:
In the non-initial moment, position is calculated according to the following equation:
Given that the expectation and variance of velocity are µ v and σ v 2 respectively, and the expectation and variance of heading are µ θ and σ θ 2 respectively. As we all know that the velocity is independent of heading, so cov(v, θ) = 0. According to Equation (18) , expectations can be calculated
The following equation can be obtained from Equation (19)
The expectation and variance of the variables x and y are updated by Equation (20) and Equation (21) . c. Update x and y The final estimation results of nodes x and y can be expressed by Equation (7):
After the i-th iteration, and the calculated pdf of x and y are:
where µ x ,σ 2 x ,µ y ,σ 2 y can be obtained by equation (23)
where N is the number of distance information observed by the leader AUV at the same time, m x n and m y n are the mathematical expectation of the x and y coordinates estimated from the n-th leader AUV observation information; σ 2
x n is variance of x n and σ 2 y n is variance of y n . x passes its pdf to node A and C n , and from Equation (6), we know that the pdf can be written as: (24) Similarly, y will pass the pdf to nodes B and D n , the pdf of them are expressed as: I h→y (25) d. Update x n , y n and d n As shown in Fig.4 , x n will pass its pdf to node C n and E n , the pdf of them are expressed as:
y n will pass its pdf to node D n and E n , the pdf of them are expressed as: (27) d n will pass its pdf to node E n and F n , the pdf of them are expressed as:
e. Update C n and D n The function of function nodes C n and D n is to convert relative position information to the absolute position information. Therefore, the pdf passed from node C n to node x n can be expressed as:
Conversely, the pdf passed from node C n to node x can be expressed as
similarly, the pdf of D n passed from node D n to node y n can be expressed as:
Conversely, the pdf passed from node D n to node y can be expressed as:
f. Update E n Function Node E n is used to combine the x and y coordinates. According to the Pythagorean theorem, the constraints between variable nodes x n and y n can be described as:
The pdf passed from function node E n to variable node y 2 n can be expressed as:
where x − n represents the x-axis coordinate difference between the leader AUV and the follower AUV in the previous iteration, and σ 2 x − n is the corresponding variance. The pdf passed from function node E n to variable node x n can be expressed as:
where y − n represents the y-axis coordinate difference between the leader AUV and the follower AUV in the previous iteration, and σ 2 y − n is the corresponding variance. To simplify the estimation process, the pseudo code of the FGS algorithm can be expressed in Table 1 : In each round of iteration, according to Equation (23), the location estimate can be updated. After the iteration converges, the expectation in Equation (23) taken from the AUV position is estimated as the final position. To demonstrate and verify the proposed methods, simulation and real tests in different scenarios are performed in this research.
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF ALGORITHM A. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF FACTOR GRAPH ALGORITHM
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm in different scenarios, we simulate the CPS and analyze the results through Matlab. Because the depth of AUV can be accurately measured by the depth sensor, the three-dimensional motion of AUV can be simplified into two-dimensional motion.
We chose four leader AUVs to improve the observability and filtering speed of the system. As shown in Fig.5 , there are four leader AUVs (AUV1, AUV2, AUV3 and AUV4) and one following AUV. The leader AUVs move along the x-axis. The starting points of the four leader AUVs are (1000, -1000), (1000, 1000), (1000, 4000) and (1000, 5000), respectively. The speed of the four leader AUVs is 3m/s. the starting point of follower AUV is (2000,0), the heading angle is 45 • , the speed is 1m /s, and the sampling period T is 1s. By the way, the Intel Core i5-6200U computer was used to simulate the experiment.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we compare the proposed algorithm with EKF and UKF methods. The measured noise of underwater acoustic ranging is zero-mean Gaussian white noise of σ 2 2 , and the measured values are independent and irrelevant. The simulation time is 2000s. The positioning error from the traditional EKF algorithm [30] , the UKF algorithm [31] , and the factor graph (FGS algorithm) are shown in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8 .
It can be seen from Fig.6 that the positioning error of the factor graph algorithm suddenly increases when the time is about 440 seconds. It is obvious from Fig.7 and Fig.8 that the increase of the positioning error is caused by the eastward component. According to the simulation conditions, calculate the time t when the leader AUV and follower AUV x-axis coordinates are the same as: where x 0 is the initial distance in the x-axis direction between the leader AUV and follower AUV, and v x is the velocity difference in the x-axis direction of the leader AUV and follower AUV. It is found that the increase of the positioning error is caused by the decrease of the coordinate difference between the leader AUV and the AUV x-axis. That is, when x becomes smaller, it will cause the eastward positioning error increase.
The following simulation changes some of the simulation conditions. The four leader AUVs have a heading of 90 • . The starting points of the four leader AUVs are (1000, 1000), (2000, 1000), (4000, 1000) and (5000, 1000), The starting point of the follower AUV is (3000, 2000) , and the remaining simulation conditions are the same. The simulation time is 2000s, and the trajectories of the AUVs are shown in Fig.9 . The positioning error, the easting error and the northing error are shown in Fig.10, Fig.11, Fig.12 .
It can be seen from the above figures that the maximum positioning error is about 440s, and the northward error suddenly increases with no significant change in the eastward error. According to the simulation conditions, the time t when the leader AUV and follower AUV y-axis coordinates are the same as:
where y 0 is the initial distance in the y-axis direction between the leader AUV and follower AUV, and v y is the velocity difference in the y-axis direction of the leader AUV and follower AUV. Through analyzing of the above two sets of simulations, we found that when the x-axis coordinates of the leader AUV and follower AUV tend to be the same, the east positioning error is increased. When the y-axis coordinates of the leader AUV and follower AUV tend to be the same, the northward positioning error is increased.
B. IMPROVED FGS ALGORITHM BASED ON COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
According to the pdf which is transferred from the function node to the variable node y n , it can be expressed as Equation (29) , and it can further be shown that the mathematical expectation E( y n ) of y n is:
supposed the function is f (x) = d 2 n − x 2 , first-order Taylor expansion can be obtained:
The following equation is further obtained:
According to Equation (35), when the x-axis ( or y-axis) coordinates of the leader AUV and follower AUV tend to be the same, the slight error of x n (or y n ) will cause a large error of E( y n ) (or E( x n )), and as a result, the positioning error becomes very large.
To solve the above problem, a robust data processing method is presented by introducing a transform matrix to estimated position information. Since the errors are caused by the same x-axis coordinates or y-axis coordinates, the problem of sudden increase in positioning error can be solved by introducing the conversion matrix to transform the AUV coordinate values within the factor graph in real time. An improved factor graph model is shown in Fig. 13 . The form of introducing the transformation matrix C is as shown in Equation (36):
Assuming the coordinates of the leader AUV are (x m , y m ) and the coordinates of the follower AUV are (x s , y s ), the transformation matrix C converts coordinates to (x m , y m ) and (x s , y s ), respectively. Conversion process as in Equation (37) and Equation (38):
When there is an error in the estimated coordinates of the AUV, the following equation can be obtained:
wherex andỹ are the errors of the AUV in the original coordinate system, andx andỹ are the corresponding errors after the conversion matrix.
x =x cos θ +ỹ sin θ y = −x sin θ +ỹ cos θ
And
To avoid the error increasing, the following formula should be yielded:
The above equation can be further simplified by the constraint of Equation (10) to:
The following equation can be obtained by substituting (37) and (38):
Taking the actual situation into account, it is clear that θ 1 = θ 2 , and then θ is chose as:
In this case, Equation (42) holds. After the transformation matrix is introduced, the variance of the transformed position estimation will also be transformed accordingly. The concrete transformation is reflected in the information transmission of function node T i (i = 1 · · · N ). Referring to Fig.14 , the pdf passed from the function node T i to the variable node x i can be expressed as:
in which σ 2 x is the variance that variable node x passes to function node T i , and σ 2 y is the variance that variable node y passes to function node T i . The pdf passed from function node T i to variable node y i is similar.
Since the position is rotated by the angle θ during calculation, the position estimation needs to be projected back to the original coordinate system during the operation of the factor graph. So, the pdf passed from function node T i to variable node x can be expressed as:
The pdf passed from function node T i to variable node y is similar.
In order to verify the performance of the improved FGS (IFGS) algorithm proposed here, compared with the FGS algorithm, EKF and UKF without changing the simulation conditions, the positioning error corresponding to the simulation condition of Fig.6 and Fig.10 are shown in Fig.14 and Fig.15 , respectively.
In the Fig.14 and Fig.15 , the blue dotted line indicates the positioning error of the IFGS algorithm, the red dotted line indicates the positioning error of the FGS algorithm, the solid black line indicates the positioning error of the EKF algorithm, and the black dotted line indicates the positioning error of the UKF algorithm. It can be seen from the results in Fig.14 and Fig.15 that the performance of IFGS algorithm is significantly better than that of FGS, EKF and UKF algorithms. The computational times and the memory consumption of each algorithm are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Table 2 that the computation time of the IFGS algorithm is smaller than the UKF algorithm, and the memory consumption is less than the EKF algorithm and the UKF algorithm, so the IFGS algorithm can be run online in the actual AUV.
V. REAL TESTS AND RESULTS
When AUVs are being tested, we need to use depth information to transform 3-D problem into 2-D problem through equation 4, so we might as well use boats to test instead of AUVs. The number of leader boats does not affect the test results, as long as there is more than one leader boat, cooperative positioning can be achieved. In the actual test, because of the limited experimental conditions, we only use three boats to test, including two leader boats. And the boat is shown in Fig.16 .
For ease of operation, during this real test, two leader boats send their own GPS location information with identifiers and a relative distance measurement information to the follower boat at a fixed time interval of 5 seconds to assist the follower boat in correcting positioning errors. Acoustic equipment measurement distance based on the RSS principle, the relevant sensor parameters used in the test process shown in Table 3 . The follower boat equipped with high precision inertial navigation system as a benchmark, easy to analyze the performance of the algorithm. The positioning errors of the EKF, IEKF, UKF, FGS and the proposed IFGS algorithms are compared in Fig.18 . To analyze further, the expectation and RMS are calculated in Fig.19 . From Fig.18 and Fig.19 , we can see that the expectation and RMS of the positioning error of the EKF in several methods is the largest, and its expectation is 2.76 m and the RMS is 3.07 m. Conversely, the IFGS algorithm has the least positioning error, and its expectation is 1.84 m and the RMS is 2.03 m. It is clearly known that the IFGS algorithm is better than the other four algorithms. By the way, it took 0.3 seconds to process the test data for 1800 seconds. This shows that the IFGS algorithm can perform real-time operations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, a novel FGS algorithm of cooperative AUV positioning is proposed to reduce nonlinear error, and improved further to eliminate the positioning error caused by the leader and follower AUVs' Coordinate coincidence.
Through using the proposed IFGS method, the position error of the AUV has been effectively corrected. Specifically, compared with the EKF, IEKF and UKF method, the error of the estimated position (RMS) derived from the IFGS method reduced by 33.88%, 24.81% and 25.09% in test.
The simulation and the real water test results show that the IFGS algorithm achieves higher positioning accuracy, which is expected to provide theoretical research for AUV path planning and multi-AUV CPS.
